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FILLER
serum wrinkles



15mle 0,51fl.oz

FILLER serum wrinkles

MAIN ACTIVE PRINCIPLES ADANSONIA DIGITATA FRUIT EXTRACT HIBISCUS SABDARIFFA FLOWER EXTRACT

FEATURES and 
FUNCTIONALITY

DIGITAL ADANSONIA FRUIT EXTRACT (BAOBAB): acts in a deep and specific way on 
wrinkles, even of expression, reducing daily microdermontrol

HIBISCUS SABDARIFFA FLOWER EXTRACT: exerts an intense lifting effect, reinforcing the 
cohesion of the cells of the epidermis layer.

Instant filler effect, BOTOX EFFECT, is recommended in all cases where an immediate 
FLASH action is required.

SPECIFICATIONS

EXIMIA HR77 PLATINUM: RADIOPORATION on ELECTROPORATION MODE PROFESSIONAL USE

EPLUS GUN: CRIOXIGEN

EPOWERHOME CARE

HOW TO USE

PACKAGE 1 box contains a                                                                          bottle

RECOMMENDED 
PRICE LIST

Apply a large amount of product to the desired area, make slow and  make recommended
maneuvers from bottom to top.



REAGE 30
anti-aging



15mle 0,51fl.oz

REAGE 30 anti-aging

MAIN ACTIVE PRINCIPLES HYDROTENSIL BERGAMOTTO WATER

FEATURES and 
FUNCTIONALITY

HYDROTENSIL: has a filler action on the first signs of aging, reinforces the hydrolipidic
barrier and in association with

BERGAMOTTO WATER restores elasticity and firmness, counteracting the formation and 
reducing the first wrinkles

To be used in case of appearance of the first wrinkles and the signs of relaxation of the 
tissues, both at a preventive level and in contrasting action.

SPECIFICATIONS

EXIMIA HR77 PLATINUM: RADIOPORATION on ELECTROPORATION MODE PROFESSIONAL USE

EPLUS GUN: CRIOXIGEN

EPOWERHOME CARE

HOW TO USE

PACKAGE 1 box contains a                                                                          bottle

RECOMMENDED 
PRICE LIST

Apply a large amount of product to the desired area, make slow and  make recommended
maneuvers from bottom to top.



REAGE 50
mature skin



15mle 0,51fl.oz

REAGE 50 anti-aging mature skin

MAIN ACTIVE PRINCIPLES EXTRACT OF CROTON LECHLERI WATER OF BERGAMOTTO

FEATURES and 
FUNCTIONALITY

CROTON LECHLERI EXTRACT PROANTOCIANIDINS AND TASPINE have regenerating
properties, and anti free radicals. Redensify and tone the skin, counteract the 
consequences of physiological hormonal decline with the natural depletion of tissues.

BERGAMOTTO WATER: performs a hydration action, giving a brighter appearance.

We recommend the use in cases of skin that shows signs of aging of the face and in the 
presence of obvious relaxation of the tissues and wrinkles caused by the impoverishment
of the deep layers.

SPECIFICATIONS

EXIMIA HR77 PLATINUM: RADIOPORATION on ELECTROPORATION MODE PROFESSIONAL USE

EPLUS GUN: CRIOXIGEN

EPOWERHOME CARE

HOW TO USE

PACKAGE 1 box contains a                                                                          bottle

RECOMMENDED 
PRICE LIST

01 box € 77,00 - 03 box € 210,00 -

Apply a large amount of product to the desired area, make slow and  make recommended
maneuvers from bottom to top.



RELIGHT 
photoaging
serum



15mle 0,51fl.oz

RELIGHT serum photoaging

MAIN ACTIVE PRINCIPLES HISPANIC SAGE OILBERGAMOTTO WATER

FEATURES and 
FUNCTIONALITY

HISPANIC SAGE OIL: has a protective action against oxidative stress, or reduces biological
alterations from U.V. , modulating hyperkeratinization.

BERGAMOTTO  WATER: significantly improves hydration and skin self-healing mechanisms.

Photo-repairing serum, restores the physiological conditions of the skin damaged by the 
external environment.

SPECIFICATIONS

EXIMIA HR77 PLATINUM: RADIOPORATION on ELECTROPORATION MODE PROFESSIONAL USE

EPLUS GUN: CRIOXIGEN

EPOWERHOME CARE

Apply a large amount of product to the desired area, make slow and  make recommended
maneuvers from bottom to top.

HOW TO USE

PACKAGE 1 box contains a                                                                          bottle

RECOMMENDED 
PRICE LIST



REBLANK
lightening serum



15mle 0,51fl.oz

REBLANK lightening serum

MAIN ACTIVE PRINCIPLES COBIOWHITE COMPLEX  BERGAMOTTO WATER 

FEATURES and 
FUNCTIONALITY

COBIOWHITE COMPLEX: The extracts of Hamamelis Virginiana LeafExtract, Coriandrum
Sativum Fruit Extract, Olea Europaea Fruit Extract, at the base of the complex, inhibit the 
formation of melanin in the earliest stages and reduce the activity of tyrosine on the 
melanocytes, promoting the desquamation of the horny layers superficial and residual melanin
present, promoting cell renewal.  BERGAMOT WATER: thanks to its illuminating action, it
contributes to the uniformity of the complexion

Recommended for all types of skin spots, both due to traumatic events, acne scars, 
excessive sun exposure and age spots. The product is not PHOTOSENSITIZING, it is OIL 
FREE and it also has a preventive action.

SPECIFICATIONS

EXIMIA HR77 PLATINUM: RADIOPORATION on ELECTROPORATION MODE PROFESSIONAL USE

EPLUS GUN: CRIOXIGEN

EPOWERHOME CARE

Apply a large amount of product to the desired area, make slow and  make recommended
maneuvers from bottom to top.

HOW TO USE

PACKAGE 1 box contains a                                                                          bottle

RECOMMENDED 
PRICE LIST



REDLESS



15mle 0,51fl.oz

REDLESS

MAIN ACTIVE PRINCIPLES COBIOFITONIC COMPLEX BERGAMOTTO WATER 

FEATURES and 
FUNCTIONALITY

COBIOFITONIC COMPLEX: base of selected botanical ingredients and water-soluble vitamins.
The 6 plant extracts (Hamamelis, Arnica, Hippocastanum, Mallow, Ruscus, Hesperidin) 
and vitamins, thanks to the decongestant and anti-inflammatory properties, improve the 
micro-circulation in the area of application and make the treatment particularly suitable for 
affected skin from forms of dermatitis such as the Couperose. 

Recommended for all types of skin spots, both due to traumatic events, acne scars, 
excessive sun exposure and age spots. The product is not PHOTOSENSITIZING, it is OIL 
FREE and it also has a preventive action.

SPECIFICATIONS

EXIMIA HR77 PLATINUM: RADIOPORATION on ELECTROPORATION MODE PROFESSIONAL USE

EPLUS GUN: CRIOXIGEN

EPOWERHOME CARE

Apply a large amount of product to the desired area, make slow and  make recommended
maneuvers from bottom to top.

HOW TO USE

PACKAGE 1 box contains a                                                                          bottle

RECOMMENDED 
PRICE LIST

BERGAMOTTO  WATER: thanks to its emollient and soothing anti-redness action, it repairs
and protects the skin restoring the skin barrier and giving immediate comfort to skin
subject to redness and frequent chapping.



HYDRA



15mle 0,51fl.oz

HYDRA

MAIN ACTIVE PRINCIPLES BIOTECH COMPLEX BERGAMOTTO WATER 

FEATURES and 
FUNCTIONALITY

BIOTECH COMPLEX: complex made with biotechnology able to enhance the production of 
protein complexes that help maintain optimal levels of skin hydration.

Indicated in cases of deep skin dehydration, also performs a restoration action post sun
exposure.

SPECIFICATIONS

EXIMIA HR77 PLATINUM: RADIOPORATION on ELECTROPORATION MODE PROFESSIONAL USE

EPLUS GUN: CRIOXIGEN

EPOWERHOME CARE

Apply a large amount of product to the desired area, make slow and  make recommended
maneuvers from bottom to top.

HOW TO USE

PACKAGE 1 box contains a                                                                          bottle

RECOMMENDED 
PRICE LIST

BERGAMOT WATER: performs a hydration action, giving a brighter appearance.



PURAPLUS



15mle 0,51fl.oz

PURAPLUS

MAIN ACTIVE PRINCIPLES POREREDUCTYLFOMES OFFICINALIS EXTRACT

FEATURES and 
FUNCTIONALITY

POREREDUCTYL: sebum-normalizing complexFOMES OFFICINALIS EXTRACT: 
dermopurifying, thanks to the high content of Agaric Acid, besides having a natural and 
effective astringent action of the pores, regulates the excessive secretion of sebum

In the presence of impure, shiny and acneic skin.It is advisable to use it integrated with 
HYDRA SERUM

SPECIFICATIONS

EXIMIA HR77 PLATINUM: RADIOPORATION on ELECTROPORATION MODE PROFESSIONAL USE

EPLUS GUN: CRIOXIGEN

EPOWERHOME CARE

Apply a large amount of product to the desired area, make slow and  make recommended
maneuvers from bottom to top.

HOW TO USE

PACKAGE 1 box contains a                                                                          bottle

RECOMMENDED 
PRICE LIST


